CURE International permits a limited number of residents and students per year into this program.

If you would like to be involved in other ways besides traveling, such as raising awareness or funds for our patients, please feel free to visit our website or contact the Global Outreach Office.

CURE International
701 Bosler Avenue
Lemoyne, PA 17043
Telephone 717-730-6706
Toll Free 866-730-2873
Fax 717-730-6747

CURE operates hospitals with a first world standard in the developing world. As a resident or medical student you have the opportunity to spend a month learning from our doctors about medical care in developing nations as well as expanding your worldview. Apply to study at one of our hospitals throughout the world please visit our website at cure.org

CURE offers safe and clean accommodations at all of our hospitals. To learn more about CURE’s hospitals throughout the world please visit our website at cure.org

For more information please visit our Frequently Asked Questions page at cure.org.

Or to reserve your spot please contact the Global Outreach Office: 717-730-6706
Or volunteer@cureinternational.org

CURE International’s
Resident & Medical Student Experience

Experience first hand the healing that changes everything.

cure.org
ABOUT THE RESIDENT & MEDICAL STUDENT EXPERIENCE:

Joining the staff of CURE International as they care for disabled children will give you first hand medical experience but will also give you social, cultural, emotional and spiritual insight into a patient’s life. This is truly a life changing experience for you and those you will serve.

While serving with CURE International residents and medical students will:
♦ Experience first world medicine in the developing world.
♦ Participate in rounds and observe in the OR.
♦ Gain practical insights to the treatment of disabilities and deformities.
♦ See faith and medicine combined for holistic care.
♦ Expand their worldview and cultural sensitivity.
♦ Gain appreciation for hospital administration.
♦ Develop a passion for raising awareness and raising funds for a non-profit hospital.

Your brief trip will become part of your life journey as you experience the joys and challenges associated with medical missions.

Trip Details

Qualifications:
♦ Resident or third or fourth year medical student.
♦ One month stay.
♦ Foreign language skills preferred in some countries.

CURE Services:

After residents and students fill out the application and submit a copy of their passport the Global Outreach office will:

Pre-Trip: The Global Outreach office of CURE International will work with the hospital staff to arrange transportation to/from the airport, reserve accommodations, purchase travel insurance, provide pre-trip orientation and answer all your questions.

On-Field: Your hosts will provide orientation to the hospital and surrounding area to allow you to feel comfortable in your new environment as you learn from the medical staff.

Post-Trip: The Global Outreach office and your host will provide you with debriefing materials to help you process all you learned as well as find ways to stay involved with CURE and medical missions.

Trip Costs: Approx. $1,500-$2,000 per month.

Included in your fee is: Housing, weekday lunches at the hospital, airport pick up/drop off, hosting and education.

Not included: Airfare, self catered meals, weekend meals which each average $6-$10 per plate, recreation and daily transportation which vary depending on the country.

The hospital staff will give you a thorough orientation to the hospital, the area and the culture as well as assist you in grocery shopping and daily transportation.

ABOUT CURE INTERNATIONAL:

CURE International is a faith based non-profit that transforms the lives of disabled children and their families in the developing world through medical and spiritual healing, serving all by establishing specialty teaching hospitals, building partnerships and advocating for these children.

CURE has opened 10 hospitals since its start in 1998 and prioritizes hospital locations by the greatest need of disabled children throughout the world. CURE recognizes the importance of training nationals in modern techniques, and incorporates a faith component in a culturally relevant and sensitive way. To assure long term sustainability of each hospital CURE commits to developing a diverse funding base including local, national and international support. CURE International hospitals will not turn away anyone due to an inability to pay, ethnic background or religious affiliation.

“In finding CURE I found an institution that believed in the God-given directive of providing the best care in the world for the least in the world.”

Matthew Hiersche